
WEDDING OPTIONS

I want to make your wedding an event your guests won’t forget.
 

Whether in solo or accompanied with the band, I am ready to fill the venue with
my unique voice and a blend of musical styles that will stand out.

ALL Packages Include PA Hire and Curated music breaks!

NOTE: Since I recently moved from Australia to the United States, the band
package is not yet available for bookings before 2023. However, All the solo

goodness is ready for your enjoyment.

"We hired Gabe for our wedding entertainment, both for the ceremony, cocktail hour and later in the
evening for the reception party. Gabe is an extremely talented musician. He and his band totally made
our night, both for us and our guests. We had so many comments on how impressed our guests were
with his entertainment. Totally awesome and so much fun.
Gabe is super easy to deal with, very accommodating and his relaxed, easy going style made for
stress-free negotiations, which is always a bonus when planning a wedding. We can't recommend him
highly enough to anyone looking for great entertainment, you absolutely will not be disappointed."

Ilise B. - Hobart

Basic Package

Early PA setup - Everything
will be ready to go by the
time your guests arrive. 
 
Ceremony Vibes - Exactly
and you want it to be! The
songs to soundscape your
magic moment are going
to be personalized just for
you.

OR
 
Cocktail Hours - While your
guests enjoy themselves, I
will play a refreshing
selection of popular song
from all times, in my unique
acoustic version.
 

OR

DJ Service - Available for
Ceremony, Cocktail Hour
and After party. Get the laid
back vibe just right or pack
the dancefloor with
customized playlists.

Ceremony Pack 
MOST POPULAR

Early PA setup - Everything
will be ready to go by the
time your guests arrive.

Ceremony Vibes - Exactly
and you want it to be! The
songs to soundscape your
magic moment are going
to be personalized just for
you.

PA Relocation - If ceremony
and cocktails are held in
different areas, I will
seamlessly move the set up
from a site to the other.

Cocktail Hours - While your
guests enjoy themselves, I
will play a refreshing
selection of popular song
from all times, in my unique
acoustic versions.

(Optional)  DJ Alternatives -
Available to add or swap 
any of the above for DJ
service.

Full Day Service

Early PA setup - Everything
will be ready to go by the
time your guests arrive.

Ceremony Vibes - Exactly
and you want it to be! The
songs to soundscape your
magic moment are going
to be personalized just for
you.

PA Relocation - If
Ceremony and Cocktails
are in different areas, I will
seamlessly move the set up
from a site to the other.

Cocktail Hours - While your
guests enjoy themselves, I
will play a refreshing
selection of popular song
from all times, in my unique
acoustic version.

Dinner - As your guests
enjoy a delicious meal, I will
provide set the soundscape
with a personalized playlist
and a microphone set up
for your speeches.

After Dinner - DJ Service,
Live Up-Beat or PA hire
available to keep the party
going for a few hours more

Phone +1 (858) 241
4939

Email gabe@gabesmusic.com
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PRICING

No two weddings are the same, and I offer a service that is highly
personalised to each client's desires.

 
The price will vary according to musicians and staff involved, location

and day of the week. It usually sits between $1000 and $3000.
 

Get in touch with me for a stress-free chat about your special day.

Get in touch for a quote

Gabe's Music LLC
Events and weddings

Based in San Diego, California

Phone +1 (858) 241
4939

Email gabe@gabesmusic.com
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